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ABSTRACT 
Let A E M,,, B E M,,,, and A E C be given. For X E M,l ,I, we seek to determine 
the Jordan structure of 
‘\f = A x’ 
[ 1 0 B 
associated with A in terms of the Jordan structure of A and B associated with h and 
properties of X. The principal result is an explicit prescription for the Jordan 
structure of M associated with A in the case that the geometric multiplicity of A in B 
is one. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The long-standing “Carlson problem” [l] re q uests a description of all the 
possible Jordan canonical fonns of the square complex matrix 
MzAx 
[ 1 0 B’ 
given the Jordan forms of the square complex matrices A and B. It is clear 
that it suffices to consider the special case in which both A and B (and thus 
M) are nilpotent (and both are in Jordan form). We do not directly address 
the Carlson problem here (Reference [5] will describe connections with other 
problems), but rather focus our attention upon the more precise problem of 
explicitly determining the Jordan form of M in terms of the data A, B, and 
X. We mean this in an algebraic rather than a numerical/computational 
sense. By characterizing the situation in which X has an entirely neutral 
effect upon the Jordan structures associated with a given A for given, but 
completely arbitrary, A and B, we have already addressed a part of this 
problem in [2]. Our principal purpose here is to address another part, namely 
that in which one of the matrices (A or B) has just one basic Jordan block 
associated with A in its Jordan form (i.e., the geometric multiplicity of A in 
this matrix is 1). (We call this the one-ugainst-many case.) The possible 
structures of the A portion of the Jordan form of M are known and easily 
described in this case. But we give an explicit, and surprisingly simple, 
prescription for the actual Jordan form, and the known list possibilities follow 
easily from this. Using similar methods, we also discuss the case in which A 
has geometric multiplicity 2 in one of the blocks (A or B) and 2 or more in 
the other (the two-ugainst-many case), but a variety of complications seems 
to preclude a correspondingly simple description in this case. When the basic 
Jordan blocks in A and those in B satisfy severe size restrictions, certain 
similarity procedures developed in [7] can be employed to translate the 
problem into the direct sum of a very simple case and a one-against-many 
portion. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Mn ,rr denote the n-by-m complex matrices, and abbreviate M,,, to 
M,. We use Jk(A) to represent a basic Jordan block, a k-by-k upper 
triangular matrix with A’s on the main diagonal, l’s on the superdiagonal, and 
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all other entries zero. For convenience we use the notation Jk = Jk(0). 
Multiplying a matrix X by Jk is a moving experience. JkX has the rows of X 
each raised one level with a row of zeros introduced as the bottom row. J[X 
has the opposite outcome, each row of X lowered one level with a zero row 
on top. In XJL each column of X is shifted one step to the right with column 
one being all zeros. Powers of ~~ have the expected iterated effect. 
For A E M,,, call a nonzero vector f a lefi eigemector of A correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue A if frA = hf r. An ordered set e,, e2,. . , e, of nonzero 
vectors satisfying Ae, = he, and Aej = Aej + ej_,, j = 2,3,. ., t, is called a 
(right) Jordan chain of A corresponding to the eigenvalue A. In such a chain 
ei is a (right) eigenvector of A associated with A. A left Jordan chain is 
defined in a similar manner. (See [2] or [3, Section 1.31.) 
The index of an eigenvalue A is the size of the largest Jordan block 
corresponding to A. Thus A is an eigenvalue of index 1 when the geometric 
multiplicity of A equals the algebraic multiplicity. When A is an eigenvalue 
of index 1 for A and for B, we can give a complete description of the Jordan 
structure associated with A of M in the form (11, as determined by X. 
TIIEOREM 1 [2, Theorem 41. L.et A !?e an eigenualue of index 1 for 
AEM~ andforBEM ,,,, andletXEM, ,,,. &tf, ,..., f, heabasisoftheleft 
eigenspace for A associated with A; e,, .I., ev a basis of the right eigenspace 
for B associated with A; F = [f ,, . . , f,,]‘; and E = [e,, , e,,]. 
For the matrix 
MxAx 
[ 1 0 B’ 
A will haoe index less than or equal to 2. There will be r = rank( FXE) basic 
Jordan blocks J2(A> and p + q - 2 r blocks /,(A) in the /ordan canonical form 
ofM. 
Henceforth we will restrict our attention to matrices in the form 
M= 
I,, 0 Y,, . . . Y,,, 
0 I,, y;,1 .. . y;>c, 
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It was shown in [2] that it is sufficient to consider matrices in this form. The 
connection between a block triangular matrix 
A X 
[ 1 0 B 
and such a matrix M is established using appropriate left and right Jordan 
chains. 
Let Y = (yij> E M ,,,,,,. Using the convention that yij = 0 whenever i < 0, 
define s, = Ej=lyn_,_+j,.i for r = I,2 ,..., m. We call Y, the rth diugonul sum 
of Y. Note that the diagonals are numbered beginning in the lower left 
comer of Y. When r < min{n, m), s, is a complete lower diagonal sum of Y, 
as defined in [z]. 
LEMMA 2 [9, Lemma 2.101. Let Y E M,,,,,, have diugonal sums 
sl, sq,. . , s ,,,. Then 
Jr, y 









Proof. Let W= C~=,(J,T)“Y(J,,,)“-‘, where I> = min{n, m). The similar- 
ity matrix is 
That L = Y + WJ,,, - J,,W follows from the properties of multiplication by Jk 
discussed above. l 
A matrix, such as L in Lemma 2, with all nonzero elements restricted to 
the last row will be said to be in lower concentrated form. Such matrices 
have been used effectively in [7] and [9]. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) of the following lemma is also a special 
case of the principal result of [S]. 
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LEMMA 3 [2, Lemma 63. Let Y E M,,, have diagonal sums s,, sp,. . . , s,. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) [2 i] issimilarto [2 i]. 
(ii) There exists W E M,,, with J,,W - WI,,, = Y. 
(iii) r < min(n, m} implies s, = 0. (3) 
W 
This could also be expressed by stating that the condition (3) implies that 
the block Y may be removed from 
Jn y 
[ 1 0 J,, Indeed, this removal is 
accomplished using the similarity matrix 
where W is the matrix whose existence is guaranteed in (ii). 
These results generalize to any matrix M in the form (2) as follows. Any 
Yij may selectively be replaced with its corresponding Lij in lower concen- 
trated form. The similarity matrix P is the upper triangular matrix with 
identity matrices on the diagonal, and the only other nonzero block is a 
matrix - Wij in the appropriate position corresponding to Yij of M. This 
similarity leaves all other blocks of M unchanged. Of particular interest is 
the fact that all of the Yij may be transformed into lower concentrated form. 
Also, any Yij (or Lij) whose diagonal sums satisfy the condition (3) may be 
selectively removed from M. This similarity matrix P corresponds to the one 
used in replacing a block Yij with Lij in M. Note that this procedure may be 
repeated so that all removable blocks are removed, with all other blocks of M 
remaining unchanged. 
We define a function cp : M,,, 111 -+ (0, 1, . . . , m) as follows. Let Y = ( yij) E M,, ),1 
have diagonal sums sr, s2,. . , s,,. Define 
cp(Y)=max{hls,=O,r=I,2 ,..., h). (4) 
Note that q(Y) = 0 if and only if y,r # 0. If Y is in lower concentrated form 
then q(Y) is especially easy to determine; in particular, q(Y) = m if and only 
if Y = 0, in this event. When Y is not in lower concentrated form, it is, of 
course, possible to have q(Y) = m without Y = 0. 
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Lemma 3 states that Y is removable from if and only if 
q(Y) 2 min{n, m]. Wh en n 2 m, Y is removable if and only if the lower 
concentrated form is the zero matrix. 
3. ONE-AGAINST-MANY CASE 
The expression 
matrix in the form 
one-against-many is used to describe a block triangular 
M= 
J “I 0 
J “2 
0 J “P 
0 J, 
(5) 
The “one” is J,,, and the “many” are J,,, J,,, . , I,,,,. We seek to determine 
the Jordan canonical form of M on the basis of the numbers m, nl, n2,. . . , n,, 
and the matrices Y,, Y,, . . , Y,. We give a complete solution for this case. The 
information needed from each matrix Y, is just the value cp(Y,), the number 
of initial diagonal sums which are zero. Throughout this section we assume 
that each matrix Yi is in lower concentrated form. We also assume that all 
removable blocks Y, have been removed, so that rp(Y,) 2 min(n,, m) implies 
Yi = 0 and cp(Y,) = m. 
The scheme of the procedure is as follows. Arrange the informa- 
tion regarding the block sizes and q(Yi> in a (p + I)-by-(m + 1) table 
with each row containing the value ni and the last row of Yi in the form 
[0 0 0 0 * * *], where the first * represents the leading nonzero entry; 
the values of that and the following entries are not critical information. The 
number of * entries is m - cp(Y,). To represent the J,,, block add one row 
consisting of nP + r = 0 and a row vector with each entry a * . The rows of the 
table are arranged in a nonincreasing order using the values vi=ni+[m-cp(Yi)], 
i=l ,...,p; uP+l = m. 
For the first step, locate the first row that includes a * entry in the row 
vector. The value ni of that row is increased by the number c of * entries in 
the row vector. Now delete from the table each column having a * entry in 
the row vector just used. Thus, c columns will be deleted. Repeat the 
process considering the reduced table. Whenever a (possibly shortened) row 
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vector shows no * entries, the corresponding value of nj is left unchanged. 
The block sizes for M will be the unchanged nj and the augmented values 
n2i + ci. It is worth noting that once the order of the rows is determined there 
is no need to change the order for subsequent steps. 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a one-against-many matrix in the form (5) with 
values m, n,, n2,. . . , nP and cp(Y1), . , cp(Y,). We assume that when cp(Y,) > ni 
then cp(Y,) = m. For i = 1,2,. . ., p define di = cp(Y,). Also, define npfl = 0 
and d,+, = 0. Arrange the values {ni +(m - di) ( i = 1,. . , p + 1) in a nonin- 
creasing list t, 2 t, > . . . 2 t,,,. If tj = n, +(m - di), let b(tj) = ni, the 
block size for tj. Let A, = 0. For j = 1,2,. , p + 1 define Aj = tj - b(tj) and 
cj = maxlO,A,j -maxOGi<j Ai). 
The matrix M has basic Jordan blocks of size b(t,)+ c,, b(t,)+ c2, 
. . ..b(t.,+J+c,+,. M will have p basic Jordan blocks if and only $ cp(Y,) = 0 
for some i < p. Otherwise M will have p t 1 blocks. 
Theorem 4 is established by means of the following results and observa- 
tions. The first lemma is a known result [7, p. 5721. This particular proof is 
provided because it contributes to our process. 
LEMMA 5. Let 
0 
where Y = 
I 
s1 sp .. . s,, ) 
and let d = q(Y). 
(i) lf d = 0, then N is similar to J, +,,,. 
(ii) If 1 < d < min(n,m], then N is similar to Jd@J,,,+n_rl. 
(iii) Zf d > min{n, m}, then Y is removable, so N is similar to ],,@J,,,. 
Proof. (i) and (ii): A. ssume d < min{n, m), and let e = e,,,,,, = [O, . ,O, llT 
in Cn+rn. Then N ‘n+‘r--de=O, while N’“+“-d-1e=[s,I+,,0,...,0]7‘#0. The 
vectors 
N “Lwn-rl-‘e,. ., N”e, Ne, e (6) 
form a right Jordan chain of length m + n - d for N associated with the 
eigenvalue 0. If d = 0 this chain establishes (i). 
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If d#Othen s,=O, so Ne,,+, = 0. Hence, the standard basis vectors of 
C” +n, 
form an independent Jordan chain of length d for N associated with 0. The 
two chains (6) and (7) form a basis of C”+“’ and establish (ii). 
Item (iii) was established in Lemma 2. n 
The Jordan chains (6) and (7) determine the similarity matrix P E M,,+,,, 
to be applied to the matrix N to obtain its Jordan form. As will be seen, it is 
the lower m rows of P that are critical. 
If d = p(Y) = 0 or d > min{n, m), 
P= where S, E M,, . (8) 
When 1~ d < min{n, nz], 
P=[s]. where Q=[z]. SIEMn.,,-d. (9) 
In the matrix M of the form (51, let I,,,= J, and Y, = Y. Then the 
one-against-one block in the lower right comer is identical to the matrix N of 
Lemma 5. Call this the fundamental corner block of M. Apply a similarity 
transformation to the matrix M using the block diagonal matrix with 
& IQ “. 1 I”& and P as the diagonal blocks. The resulting matrix M, has 
the blocks J,,,, . . . , .I,,,_, unchanged along the diagonal, it has 
in the fundamental comer block, and in the two columns above the funda- 
mental comer block the entries in row i have the form [Vi Zi] = [O Yi:P. 
The case of most interest is when 1 < d < min(n, m) where P has the 
form (91. Then 
I( = yi Id 
[ I 0 ’
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the first d columns of Yi. Otherwise Vi = 0. In all cases, Zi = Y,[O I,,,] = 
[O Yil, where 0 E M, ,n_cl. It is immediate that, for V f 0, 
OBSERVATION 1. The only basic Jordan blocks to change size in this 
procedure are J,,, and J, in the fundamental comer block. Let c = m - d. 
The new sizes are d and n + c. 
OBSERVATION 2. If n - d > ni - cp(k;) then Zi is removable. From (10) 
we have cp(Z,> = (n - d)+ cp(Yj) > ni - cp(t;)+ cp(Yi’,) = ni. 
The procedure for Theorem 4 is now clear. Given a one-against-many 
matrix M in the form (51, select for the fundamental comer block a pair 
(J,,, Y) such that n + (m - d) is maximal. Using the notation of Theorem 4, 
this corresponds to the pair associated with t,. Since t, = n +(m - d) 2 tj 
for all j, we have n - d > ni - cp(Yj:.). Thus each Zi in M, may be removed. 
This leaves M, as a direct sum of J,,,. with M,, where 
Note that M, is a new one-against-many matrix with J,[ being the new 
“one.” Each V( is the matrix obtained by taking the first d columns of Y,, 
which is the same as deleting the last m - d columns. We are now ready to 
proceed inductively. Note that the change with the second step will be 
d-q(V)=m-q(V)-(m--d) 
= max(0, A, - Ai). 
This procedure shows that all of the information needed to calculate the 
Jordan structure of M in the form (5) is contained in the value m and in the 
pairs (n,, cp(Y,)), i = 1,2,. . , p. 
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TABLE 1 
i ti ni di Ai ci b&l+ ci 
1 15 13 6 2 2 13+2 = 15 
2 13 8 3 
3 13 9 4 
4 12 10 6 
5 12 5 1 
6 10 5 3 
7 10 3 1 
8 9 6 5 









EXAMPLE 1. Let M be a matrix in the form (5) with m = 8 and 
(13,6), (10,6), (9,4), (8,3), (6,5), (5,3), (5,1), and (3,l) as its list of pairs 
(n,,p(Yi>). Arranging the values t = n +(m - d), Ai = m - di, and ci = 
max{O,Ai-maxo.j<iAjJ’ we produce Table 1. Note that Cc, = m. 
The list of sizes of the Jordan blocks of M is 15,11,10,9,7,6,5,3,1. 
The prescription for calculating block sizes of M given by Theorem 4 
may be viewed as a process which partitions the integer m and adds the 
parts obtained to certain selected values nj. From the details of this 
procedure it is possible to verify the majorization results of [l]. Let the values 
nj be arranged in nonincreasing order, and add np+, = 0 to the list. Let 
r,2r,2 ... >rp+, be used to represent the block sizes of M. The ordered 
list t, 2 t, 2 . . . > t,+l represents a rearrangement of the values wi = 
ni +(m - di), i = 1,2 ,..., p + 1. The rj values all are of the form n i + hi 
where 0 Q hi < m - di. The increments hi appear as the changes cj in the 
theorem. The procedure yields the information that if vj < ui then the 
increment hj satisfies 0 < hi < max{O,(m - dj)-Cm - dill. We also have 
CjPL,‘hj = m. 
Note that if n, < nt and both h, and h, are nonzero, then us < vt and 
n, + h, < n,.+ h,..If us > ur then m - d, > m-- d,, which would imply. that 
h, = 0. Since 0 < h, <(m - d,)--(m - d,) if n, + h, > nt + h,, we would 
have 
n,+(m-d,>-( m - d,) > n, + h, > nt + h, > n,. 
Adding (m - d,) to both ends of this inequality yields v, > vt, a contradic- 
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tion. Thus n, + h, < nt + h,. With these observations we are ready to obtain 
the majorization results. 
COROLLARY 6 [l]. Assume M is a one-against-many matrix in the form 
(5) with n, > n2 2 . . . >, n,,. Let r1 2 r2 > * * * > rp+ 1 represent the sizes of 
the basic Jordan blocks of M. Then 





Proof. Let np+l = 0 = d,,,. Then 
m+ ~n~=P~lh,+p~ln~=p~‘(ni+hi) 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
P+l 
= Crj, so (C2) holds. 
j=l 
Now rl=max{wi~i=l,...,p+l}>ou,+,=m and n,+,+h,+,<m. Thus 
the inequality rP+i < m < r1 holds. 
Since the values of rj are all of the form ni + hi with hi nonnegative, we 
have nj<rj, j=1,2 ,..., p. If rk+l > nl, for some k, then there must exist 
s> t> k with nk >r~,>n,~ such that rk+i= n,+h, and n,+h,=r, for 
somej<k.Thenrj>rk+i > nk implies that h,9 and h, are both nonzero, so 
v, < vt. Since 0 < h, < (m - d,Y)- (m - d,), we have 
n,+(m-d,)-( m - d,) > n, + h, = rk+l> nk > 72,. 
This inequality implies that v, > u,, a contradiction. Thus rk+i 6 nk for all 
k, and the inequalities of (Cl) are established. n 
It was established in [l] that (Cl) and ((32) characterize the possibilities 
for the Jordan structure of M in the one-against-many case. 
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4. TWO-AGAINST-MANY CASE 
The expression two-against-many is used to describe a block triangular 
matrix in the form 
M= 
1 “I 0 
0 
(11) 
The hope that the Jordan structure for such a matrix M can be determined 
on the basis of block sizes and the locations of initial nonzero diagonal sums, 
as was done in the one-against-many case, is quickly dashed. 




w,= w, =Y,=Y, = y ; , 
[ 1 
then M is similar to J4@Ja@J2. 
(ii) If 
and Y, = 0 0 
[ 1 2 0’ 
then M is similar to J4@J4. 
The Jordan structure of a matrix M in the form (11) [or, in general, in the 
form (2)] can be described using the sequence of values rk = rank(Mk), 
k = 1,2,. . . This approach is explored in [7], and rank equations are 
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developed for special matrices introduced to simplify the process of deter- 
mining the rank of Mk. Our goal remains to reach a determination of the 
Jordan structure of M in a path that is more direct. To accomplish this, we 
use three procedures introduced in [7]. Unfortunately, these procedures 
impose rather narrow size restrictions on our basic Jordan blocks. We 
describe the procedures and indicate how they are used in the case of a basic 
two-against-two matrix 
M= (12) 
We assume that the matrices A, B, C, and D are in lower concentrated form 
with last rows represented by ar, bT, cT, and dT. The structure of M will be 
determined by the key submatrix 
K= 
aT bT 
[ 1 cT dT 
(13) 
and the block sizes n,, n2, m,, and m2. 
The three procedures are similarity transformations of M which leave its 
block diagonal unchanged and affect the key submatrix K. 
PROCEDURE 1. Any one of the row vectors may be changed to the form 
of a standard basis row vector with 1 in the position of the leading nonzero 
entry and zeros elsewhere. 
If the row vector cT is to be changed, the similarity matrix used is a block 
diagonal matrix in the form 
[ 0 1 1 R 0 1  
where R is a nonsingular, upper triangular Toeplitz matrix. The latter two 
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properties of R ensure that the lower right comer of M will continue to be 
.l 0 tn , 
[ 1 0 Jr,,, ’ Note that the key submatrix K is changed to 
uTR 6' 
[ 1 c=R bT 
The leading nonzero element of a’ may be changed to a different nonzero 
value but will retain its location. Note also that it is possible to change one 
row vector in each column into a one-zero form. Procedure 1 is independent 
of size restrictions. 
Procedures 2 and 3 require attention to the sizes of various blocks and 
attention to the blocks A, B,C, D. We now require that In, - n21 < 1 and 
lm, - m2) < 1. Using permutation similarity if necessary, set the blocks so 
that cp(C) is minimal, q(C)= q(A) implies n2 > n,, and q(C)= q(D) 
implies m, > m,. With these restrictions observed, assume that Procedure 1 
has been exercised, changing c?‘ to one-zero form. 
PROCEDURE 2. The vector dT may be transformed into 0. 
PROCEDURE 3. The vector aTR may be transformed into 0. 
Both procedures make use of the leading 1 in cTR. Procedure 2 uses 
elementary column operations to cancel the nonzero entries of dT. As a result 
the vector bT is also altered. Procedure 3 uses elementary row operations to 
introduce constants into the matrix AR, which may be chosen so that all the 
complete lower diagonal sums of AR are zero. The resulting matrix is 
removable and is removed. 
The similarity matrix for procedure 2 is of the form 
I 0 




where S is an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with entries determined by 
dT. The lower right block of M becomes 
[ 
.l m, Sl,“, - J,,L,S 
0 
1 J,,,, . 
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The restriction Imi - m,l < 1, the decision that cp(C) = cp(D) implies, m, 2 m,, 
and the selection of S as upper triangular Toephtz are required to ensure 
that SJ,, - J,,,,S = 0. Transforming dr to 0 is the easy portion of this 
procedure. 
The similarity matrix for Procedure 3 is of the form 
1 -T 0 
0 I I-I-J 0 IO’ 0 I 
where T is an upper triangular Toephtz matrix. As in Procedure 2, the size 
restrictions on ni and n2 and the form of T are to maintain the pattern 
in the upper comer of M. 
Assuming that the blocks of M have been adjusted so that cp(C) is 
minimal and the size restrictions on the ni and mi are observed, Procedures 
1, 2, and 3 transform the key submatrix 
[ $ $1 into [ :r ” -;f’Rs], 
where e is a standard basis vector. Hence, if the size restrictions In, - n,l < 1 
and Jm, - m21 < 1 are satisfied, the two-against-two case can always be 
transformed into one-against-one portions. 
OBSERVATION 3. Let M satisfy the size restrictions. 
(i) If bT - aTRS = 0, then M is similar to 
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(ii) If hT + arRS # 0, then M is similar to 
This may easily be extended to the two-against-many situation. Given a 
matrix M in form (11) satisfying the necessary size restrictions, Procedure 1 
affects the entire column of Wi’s and Procedure 2 affects all of the Y,‘s. 
Procedure 3 affects only a single row of the block matrix and may be applied 
to each row. Thus with a suitable selection of the matrix W,,, which will play 
the same role as the matrix C in the two-against-two case, it is possible to 
show M is similar to the direct sum of a one-against-one matrix and a 
one-against-many matrix, each of which can be described using the tech- 
niques of Section 3. Moreover, because of the size restrictions, the one- 
against-many problem may be settled in one step. 
TIIEOREM 7. Let M he a two-against-muny matrix in the form (11) with 
the property that lm, - m2( < 1 and thut i # j implies (n, - nj( < 1. Then M is 
similar to the direct sum of a one-against-one matrix involving only J,,, und 
I ,,,, and a one-against-many matrix, where J,,,, is the “one.” 
An understanding of the effect that Procedures 1 and 2 have on the row 
vectors UT, bT, cr, and rET allows us to establish some sufficient conditions to 
immediately determine the structure of 
our size restrictions. We first present 
br - aTRS = 0, so that M is similar to 
a two-against-two matrix satisfying 
properties which will assure that 
where E = CR. 
LEMMA 8. Let M be a two-against-two matrix in the form (12) with 
In, - n,l 6 1, Im, - m,l < 1, and h = p(C) minimal, having 
aT bl 
[ 1 CT dT 
as its key submatrix. The following conditions are each suf#?cient to determine 
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that M is similar to Jh@Jm,+n2_h@]n,@ I,,,: 
(i> There exists a nonzero scalar LY and an integer k 2 0 with aT = acTJk 
and bT = cydTJk. 
(ii) There exists a scalar /3 and an integer k > 0 with dT = pc?jk and 
bT = PaTJk. 
Proof. Direct calculation. n 
We point out that this lemma applies to Example 2(i). 
The situation in which bT - aTRS # 0 can sometimes be identified by 
evaluating a determinant of the leading nonzero entries cr, p, y, and S of a’, 
bT, c ‘, and d?‘. These leading nonzero entries are not required to be in the 
same coordinate position. If the locations of cr and p have the same “shift” 
pattern relative to y and 6, that is, if q(A) - cp(C> = q(B) - cp( D>, then 
will specify the Jordan structure of M. In this case, after applying Procedures 
1, 2, and 3, the vector bT - aTRS will have p - (o/y)8 as the leading 
nonzero entry in the q(B)+ 1 component. This is the effect that the three 
procedures have on these leading coefficients. In this case M is similar to 
When q(A)- q$C) z q(B)- q(D), th e outcome will be determined by the 
location of the values (Y, /!I, y, and 6, and the value of det 
[ 1 a ’ is of no Y 6 
importance. As was true above, these observations are of conditions that are 
sufficient, but not necessary, to provide information. It is possible to have 
where these entries are in a common location but sill have bT - aTRS z 0. 
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LEMMA 9. Let M be a two-against-two matrix in the form (12) with 
InI - n,l < 1, lml - m,l < 1, and PO(C) minimal, hasing 
aT b7 
[ 1 cT dT 
as its key submatrix. Let (Y, p, y, and 6 represent the leading nonzero 
coefficients of aT, b“, cT, and dT. of 
p(A)-cp(C)=p(B)-q(D) and det r f #O, 
[ 1 
then M is similar to 
When one removes the size restrictions, eliminating Procedures 2 and 3, 
the picture becomes very cloudy, even in the two-against-two case. At this 
point we are not able to offer a resolution other than dealing with the 
sequence of ranks of the Mk. 
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